
         GLENVIEW EDUCATION FOUNDATION 
GRANT FINAL REPORT 

 
 

As part of our grant program, the Glenview Education Foundation requires a final 
report on each grant project.  The summary, to be submitted on completion of your 
grant, will provide us with information critical to the continuing success and 
development of this organization.  This summary 1) allows us to verify for potential 
donors, the many successful ways previous monies have been put to use in District 
34 classrooms; 2) provides us with powerful, first-person descriptions of the impact 
of those projects on children* and 3) gives us useful recording keeping information. 
 
Please take some time to answer the following questions.  Feel free to elaborate on 
points you feel were important to your project.  Photographs are also welcome.  Send 
completed reports, no later than 60 days after completion of your project to: 

Tom Prchal:  prchal2548@hotmail.com  
OR:    Glenview Education Foundation 

P.O. Box 373, Glenview IL 60025 
 
1. Please describe your project and its purpose.   

The$GEF$grant$that$we$received$helped$us$purchase$34$ChordBuddy$guitar$systems,$34$

Guitars,$hanging$wall$mounts,$and$extra$strings$for$Springman$and$Attea$Middle$Schools.$$The$

purpose$of$this$grant$was$to$bring$guitar$into$our$middle$school$curriculum$and$provide$an$

opportunity$for$all$district$34$students$to$learn$to$play$the$guitar.$$

$

2. Tell us the results of your project.  This may be in narrative and/or quantitative 
form.  Elaborate on the high points of your project. 
This$program$has$been$an$enormous$success!$The$students$love$playing$ChordBuddy$guitar.$

Quotes$from$kids$include$comments$like$“I$love$ChordBuddy,”$“I$never$would$have$played$the$

guitar$without$a$ChordBuddy,”$“I$want$to$buy$one,”$“I$tried$learning$guitar$before$and$it$was$

too$hard,$this$is$so$easy.”$We$have$given$our$students$a$way$to$express$themselves$musically$

through$an$instrument,$and$that$is$one$of$the$greatest$gifts$we$could$give$them.$The$guitars$

look$beautiful$hanging$on$the$walls$of$our$rooms.$People$walk$in$and$gasp$at$the$sight$of$

them.$Our$goal$was$to$show$that$music$is$made$in$our$rooms$and$we$succeeded$at$that.$$

$

The$high$point$of$this$project$was$the$visit$from$the$inventor,$Travis$Perry$to$Springman$and$

Attea.$He$was$in$awe$of$the$work$we$are$doing$with$his$product$and$is$using$our$district$as$a$

model$for$other$schools.$He$spent$1$day$working$with$the$kids$and$that$is$a$memory$they$will$

have$for$a$lifetime.$We$are$excited$to$have$the$ChordBuddy$featured$in$our$spring$choir$

concerts$and$in$future$performances.$$$

 
3. How has this project impacted your teaching?  How has it impacted your 

students?$This$project$has$given$us$a$chance$to$share$a$new$experience$with$our$students.$
Students$can$play$a$variety$of$repertoire$and$perform$for$the$class$on$the$guitar.$It$allows$us$

to$reach$curricular$objectives$in$a$new$and$unique$way.$We$see$the$impact$on$students$



through$their$excitement$and$dedication$to$playing.$When$they$are$holding$a$guitar$there$is$

not$a$moment$of$learning$wasted.$They$cherish$every$second$that$they$are$holding$the$

instrument.$ 
 

 
4. Include final purchases and dollar amounts. Our$projected$amounts$were$exact.$ 
 
ITEMS QUANTITY COST TOTAL 
ChordBuddy Youth Acoustic 
Combo: Includes a guitar, the 
teaching system, and Chord Buddy 
attachment 

34 $179.95 $ 6,118.30 

D’addario Medium Strings 15 
 

$8.95 $ 134.25 

Stylz Guitar Keeper- Blues 15 $19.95 $ 299.25 
Stylz Guitar Keeper- Jazz 15 $19.95 $ 299.25 

Shipping   $ 160.00 
Total Cost   $ 7,011.05 

 
5. If you found this project worthwhile, would you be willing to share your 

experiences, such as act as a mentor for other teachers, district wide, who were 
interested in learning more about the subject? Yes,$we$would$love$to$share$our$
experience$with$others.$It$was$a$worthwhile$experience$and$has$changed$how$we$will$forever$

teach$part$of$our$curriculum.$ 
 
6. Do you have any recommendations for the Foundation on the grant process? We$

think$the$process$was$clear$and$easy$to$complete.$The$communication$with$Jill$Leach$was$

perfect$and$very$helpful$throughout$this$experience,$a$big$thank$you$to$her! 
 

There$are$several$youtubes$of$our$experience$that$you$can$look$at.$If$you$need$more$photos$or$

video$please$let$us$know.$

$

Made$by$Attea:$http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHPa4OMZOWU$

$

$

Made$by$ChordBuddy:$http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dvPHWCNPwOc$

$

Made$by$ChordBuddy:$$http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wObbFV3YmkQ$

$

$$

 
* Excerpts from Grant Final Reports may be used in GEF materials, such as brochures, 
websites or newsletters, to further the Foundation’s goals. 
 


